
EARTH MATTERS 
SPRING: OUR HOMES AND GARDENS 

 

Retrofitting Your Home for Improved Energy Efficiency 
  
By Bob Seavey, PhD  
Insulation and Air Sealing 
One of the first types of energy retrofits to consider would be added insulation and air 
sealing.  Why? Insulation and caulking are among the least expensive ‘building materials.’ 
We lose heat from the ceiling, walls and foundation (basement) of our house. Added 
insulation slows the rate that heat is lost from the house meaning lower heating bills and 
less fossil fuel consumption. Adding insulation to the attic may be very beneficial. Often 
attics have more space to add insulation. Air sealing (from interior house to attic) and 
added insulation can reduce problems with ice dams. Care should be taken to keep from 
blocking attic ventilation passages around the soffit. You may also consider blown in 
insulation for your wall cavities. Older houses often have only minimal wall insulation. It is 
important to find a quality contractor for this work, so that wall cavities are filled completely 
and evenly.  
Another location for air sealing and insulation would be between the floor joists at the outer 
wall (or rim joists). This area may be accessed from the basement. Closed cell foam 
insulation is well suited for this project. Foam board is cut to fill the space between the 
joists and then fitted into place. Caulking is used around the perimeter of the joist so that 
the area is air-sealed.  
As a final note concerning added insulation and air sealing, it is still important that your 
house be able to ventilate: exchanging inside air with outside air. Indoor air quality 
depends on this air exchange. If we aggressively seal up our houses, we still need to 
consider ventilation. This may be an outdoor vent that comes into the utility room coupled 
with exhaust fans for the kitchen and bathrooms. Installing an air-to-air heat exchanger is 
more expensive, but it has the advantage of capturing some of the heat from exhausting 
air.  
Programmable Thermostats 
Another alternative to reducing energy consumption in your house would be to install a 
programmable thermostat. With this type of thermostat, the temperature of the house can 
be reduced during periods when no one is home and during the evening. Heat loss is a 
function of the change in temperature from inside to outside. Lowering the inside 
temperature reduces the rate that heat is lost from the house.  
Big Investments: Replacement Furnaces / Boilers and Replacement Windows 
New furnaces and boilers for the house can be a substantial investment. For replacements, 
you should consider sealed combustion, where air used for combustion is taken in from the 
outside. After combustion, exhaust gasses are vented directly to the outside. This means 
that there is no exchange of combustion gas with indoor air. Sealed combustion is safer 
because combustion gasses cannot spill back into the house (potentially causing carbon 
monoxide poisoning). Another considerable advantage is that sealed combustion 
appliances are able to capture much more combustion heat and are therefore much more 
efficient. This means more of the heat is staying in your house and less is being pushed 
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out the exhaust flue. If you choose to install a sealed combustion furnace or boiler, you 
should also consider replacing the water heater as well. Sealed combustion or power 
vented water heaters are much safer because they are designed to prevent exhaust 
gasses from spilling back into the house. An alternative to combustion furnaces and boilers 
may be ground source heat pump technology (‘geothermal’). While these systems promise 
energy savings, as heat is pumped from the ground into your house, they are also 
considerably more expensive to install. Replacement windows can be very expensive, but 
should perform much better than old single-pane windows. Products such as Renewal by 
Andersen or Integra by Marvin are well designed and very efficient. Installation is a critical 
factor. Flashing around the window is very important and air leakage should be minimized.  

 

An Energy-Efficient Home 
 
A visitor to Heidi Joos and Ivy Booth’s Linden Hills home will see many of the things that 
create a welcoming living space. What the visitor won’t see, at least not at first glance, is 
that their home is a showpiece of energy efficiency, proving that environmental awareness 
doesn’t require major sacrifice or altering one’s personal tastes. When Heidi and Ivy first 
began thinking about how to use their financial resources to help the earth, they listed their 
goals: to benefit their grandkids; decrease their use of exhaustible natural resources; help 
promote sustainability; do their part in decreasing global warming. 
During a vacation in Italy they noticed the focus on energy efficient appliances. Back 
home, they attended the Green Expo and saw demonstrations of energy-efficient features. 
They had an energy analysis done of their home, but it was 7 years later before 
technology made it possible for them to become first adopters, installing energy efficient 
systems in their home. 
 A ground-source heating & cooling system 
Buried underground, beneath Ivy’s gardens, are pipes that provide the basis for the system. 
Fluid circulates through the pipes, which run as deep as 200 feet. The underground 
temperature, slightly higher than 50°F all year, is transferred to the fluid, and the pipes 
run the fluid through a heat pump in the home. Then, through a conversion process in the 
pump, warm or cool air is circulated in the home as needed. 
The system, commonly referred to as geothermal, was put in to replace their traditional 
gas furnace heat and to provide cool air in the summer. The energy savings were 
immediate. The first month after installation, Heidi and Ivy’s energy use dropped from 211 
therms of natural gas to just 11. (A therm is the unit of measurement natural gas 
companies use to determine your gas usage.) 
Solar panels on their roof 
Several years ago, the couple had solar panels placed on the south-facing roof of their home 
to produce electricity. (The panels were installed when rebates were given by the federal 
government, Xcel Energy and Linden Hills.). Twenty-eight solar panels provide enough 
electricity during some months that they sell power back to Xcel Energy. The panels also 
provide power to run the geothermal system’s heat pump. The panels are hooked to the 
Internet so the couple can monitor their savings in real time. 
A high-efficiency wood-burning stove 
Heidi and Ivy put in a wood-pellet stove in their living room many years ago, the first of its 
type in Minneapolis. The pellets are made of compressed sawdust, a renewable waste 
product of lumber milling. A bag of wood pellets costs about $4, and the stove burns slightly 
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less than one bag a week in winter. These burners provide home heating that is 
environmentally cleaner and more efficient than wood logs. 
Energy-saving appliances & other features 
Heidi and Ivy also have energy- and water-saving appliances, which are unplugged or 
turned off when possible, and compact fluorescent bulbs that not only save on energy 
costs but also produce less heat than traditional incandescent bulbs. Due to 
recommendations from a Centerpoint energy audit, they installed more energy efficient 
windows and added insulation to their attic. Their home also has a whole-house fan, 
which pulls cool air from outdoors through the house and expels hotter air through roof 
vents. And in the basement is a compost bin, filled with worms chomping their way through 
household organic materials. 
There are very few maintenance or operating costs for these systems; the solar panels, 
for example, are built to sustain most types of Minnesota weather. The companies that 
provide these systems were knowledgeable about required permits and regulations. 
If you’re interested in learning more, Heidi and Ivy would be happy to provide details on how 
to live more green and clean. They agree that they would absolutely install these features 
over again. Already, several of their Linden Hills neighbors have installed geothermal heat, 
following their example. 
 
 

CHANGE YOUR HORTICULTURAL HABITS  

 

 

Challenge:  Start composting! 

Reward: Recycle valuable nutrients and enrich your soil/gardens organically while 

reducing waste. 

Background Info: 

• Food scraps and yard waste make up 20-30% of the waste stream. 

• All you need is a container inside (e.g., a simple Tupperware-like container under the 

sink) and a compost bin outside. 

• Live in an apartment or condo? Bring your food scraps to church! We will have a 

composting bin outside the kitchen door. 

More Info: 

• http://www.extension.umn.edu/distribution/horticulture/DG3899.html 

• http://www.extension.umn.edu/distribution/horticulture/DG3296.html 
 

 

Challenge:  Plant or Expand Your Vegetable Garden 

Reward: Provide you and your family with organic, healthy, VERY local produce, 

strengthening your bond with the Earth and reducing your carbon footprint 

http://www.extension.umn.edu/distribution/horticulture/DG3899.html
http://www.extension.umn.edu/distribution/horticulture/DG3296.html
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associated with commercial production. 

Background Info: 

• The federal “Center for Nutrition Policy and Promotion” dietary guidelines call for 

5 to 13 servings of fruits and vegetables a day. 

• Minnesota offers the opportunity to grow many delicious and nutritious fruits and 
vegetables. 

• Gardening not only provides wonderful food, but also provides opportunities for 

exercise, reflection, and connection to nature. 

• Don’t have space for your own garden? Go to: 

http://www.gardeningmatters.org/garden- directory and request space in a local 

community garden. 

More Info: 

http://www1.extension.umn.edu/garden/yard-garden/vegetables/ 

 

SUMMER: TRANSPORTATION AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY 

 

TRANSPORTATION 

 

Set a goal of driving less and walking, biking, busing and using light rail more. In the U.S. 

28% of our energy use goes to transportation and 95% of our transportation is fueled by 

petroleum. Driving less is one of the single most important things you can do. Here are 

some options: 

• Consolidate trips. Make a challenge of it, record how many miles you drive 

one week and then try and reduce it 10% each week. 

• Get an odometer for your bike and record how many miles you 

put on it. Try to increase it 10% each week. 

• Have a “carbon neutral” date night. Walk or bike to a restaurant. 

• Try to go car-free one day a week. 

• See how many different forms of transportation you can use in a week besides 
driving. 

• Make the journey part of your day, not just a means to an end. 

• Ride the bus more. Buses are great places for reading, texting and people watching. 

• Set the cruise control a few miles per hour UNDER the speed 

limit on trips. This will greatly increase your mileage. 

 

 

 

http://www.gardeningmatters.org/garden-
http://www1.extension.umn.edu/garden/yard-garden/vegetables/
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REDUCE YOUR ELECTRICAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION 

 

Challenge #1: Replace heat-producing, inefficient incandescent light bulbs with     

compact fluorescent bulbs (CFL) or LED (light-emitting diode) bulbs. During the 

longer periods of daylight in the summer, turn off lights as often as possible. 

Challenge #2: Use your electric clothes dryer less often by hanging clothes on an 

outdoor line. 

Challenge #3: Raise the setting on air conditioning units or central air conditioning 

systems; turn off AC when possible. 

Reward: Less fossil-fuel energy used, lower energy bills, and lighter carbon footprint. 

Background Information: 

Carbon footprint is the amount of carbon dioxide (CO2) and other gases emitted from a 
product or activity. CO2 is a greenhouse gas that traps heat and contributes to climate 
change. Each U.S. household produces about 150 pounds of CO2 a day through energy 
use. 

Electric clothes dryers emit more than 1,500 pounds of carbon dioxide a year. Central air 

conditioning emits more than 4,000 pounds, and window AC units emit 872 pounds; 

indoor lighting emits almost 2,300 pounds a year. 

Setting an AC unit or system to 78 degrees or higher creates significant savings on energy 
bills. 

By some estimates, raising the temperature from 72 to 78 degrees can save 10 percent on 

energy costs. Compact fluorescent bulbs use one-third the energy of incandescents and 

last about 6 times longer, so they pay for themselves in about 6 months. Changing one 

light bulb can save $40 over the lifetime of the bulb, according to Energy Star data. CFLs 

also produce 75 percent less heat. 

Much of the energy used in Minnesota is generated by CO2 producing fossil fuels. 

More Information: 

To learn more about energy conservation, visit the Minnesota Department of Commerce’s 

energy website at https://mn.gov/commerce/home-energy/ or energystar.gov. 

Contact Xcel Energy (xcelenergy.com) or your utility company for a home energy audit to 

learn ways to reduce your energy use. Xcel Energy also offers its Saver’s Switch® 

program; residential customers save on their June through September energy bills each 

year. The program allows Xcel to turn off your central air-conditioning system for brief 

periods of the day. 

 

 

 

https://mn.gov/commerce/home-energy/
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FALL: WATER USE; PREPARING FOR COLD WEATHER 

 

REDUCE WATER USAGE IN YOUR HOME  

 

Challenge #1: Be mindful of water consumption, by taking shorter showers and 

turning on water faucets for as short a time period as possible. 

Challenge #2: Install efficient shower heads and sink faucets. 

Challenge #3: When replacing appliances, install water-saving toilets, dishwashers, 

and clothes washers. 

 
Reward: Save money on water bills and help preserve a valuable resource. 

Background information: 

Water is becoming an increasingly scarce resource in many parts of the United States 

and the world. More and more water is needed for industrial use and agriculture to meet 

the needs of a growing population. Water pollution and long-term drought are also placing 

pressure on water use, even in states such as Minnesota, despite its abundance of lakes 

and rivers. 

Lester Brown, author and environmentalist, states that many countries, including the 

United States, are water-stressed; they are pumping water out of aquifers faster than rain 

is replenishing them. 

According to the EPA, an American family of four can use about 400 gallons of water a 

day. Much of our household water is used for cooking, washing (showers/baths), and 

toilets. Water-efficient products and practices are practical ways to save. For example, 

according to ENERGY STAR: “A full-sized ENERGY STAR certified clothes washer uses 

15 gallons of water per load, compared to the 23 gallons used by a standard machine. 

Over the machine’s lifetime, that’s a savings of 27,000 gallons of water.” 

Americans use a great deal of water in indirect ways as well: a cup of coffee takes 55 

gallons of water to make, with most of that used to grow the coffee beans, and a gallon 

of gasoline takes nearly 13 gallons of water to produce 

(environment.nationalgeographic.com). 

More information: 

For more on energy efficient practices and products, visit these EPA and ENERGY STAR 

websites: http://www.epa.gov/WaterSense/product-search;  

http://www.energystar.gov/products 

 

 

http://www.epa.gov/WaterSense/product-search
http://www.energystar.gov/products
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Challenge: Prepare your home for winter 

 Caulk and/or weatherstrip areas of heat loss around doors and windows and 
around outdoor faucets 

 Have your fireplace checked for safe use 
 Have your furnace serviced (this can also be an opportunity to check the 

efficiency and age of the furnace and consider installing a more efficient system) 
 Clean gutters of leaves and debris (helps prevent ice damage) 
 Add insulation: 

 Place foam or other types of insulation around water pipes in basements or 
in unheated areas of your home 

 Add insulation in your attic 
 Install a programmable thermostat to lower heat during the night and while 

away from home 

Background: 

Attics provide space to install energy-saving insulation. In attics, insulation can provide R-

values of R-30 to R-60, compared with foundations, walls, and windows, which usually 

provide R-5 to R-25. (An insulating material’s resistance to conductive heat flow is 

measured or rated in terms of its thermal resistance, or R-value. The higher the R-value, 

the greater the insulating effectiveness.) 

 

Insufficient insulation also can cause heat to collect in an attic, melting snow on the roof. 

Melting snow then collects on roof edges, refreezes, and causes ice dams. As water 

collects behind this dam on the roof, it can seep into a house, causing damage. Gutters 

filled with leaves and debris can contribute to ice dams by preventing water from flowing 

off roof. 

For more information: http://energy.gov/energysaver/articles/insulation 

 

WINTER: THE HOLIDAYS; OUR FOOD CHOICES 

 

Challenge:  Reduce consumption and waste during the holidays 

Donate time and money to charities 

 Give handmade durable gifts, not short-term, disposable items. Think about 

the “life” of the gift. 

 Support local businesses and purchase fair-trade gifts. 

 Consider memorable, experiential gifts (e.g., tickets to a show) rather than 

material gifts. 

 Avoid purchasing items with excessive packaging materials (especially 

plastics and Styrofoam). 

http://energy.gov/energysaver/articles/insulation
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 Use less wrapping paper and ribbons (e.g., reusable gift bags work well for 

many items), reuse wrapping materials, and recycle when possible. If buying 

wrapping paper, purchase the kind with no or little glitter or reflective areas 

(so it can be recycled in Minneapolis). 

 Give donations to quality charitable organizations rather than buy gifts (ideas 

and resources below). 

 Donate time to an organization or to a friend/neighbor who could benefit from 

your help. 

 Donate blood during the holidays. 

 Save energy: use efficient LED lighting for the holidays, with an on-off timer. 

 Bring your reusable shopping bags to the tore.  

Charitable Organizations: 

 St. John’s is involved in a number of organizations that accept donations of 

time and money, such as Urban Homeworks and TRUST: 

urbanhomeworks.org, and  trustinc.org 

 Episcopal Relief and Development: episcopalrelief.org 

 Red Cross: redcross.org/mn/minneapolis 

 A source for finding a credible charity is Charity Navigator: charitynavigator.org 

 

A Vegetarian Perspective 
 

By Bill Peterson 

In October, 1981 I was driving home and stopped at McDonald's for what was my last meat-  

based meal.  Hamburger, coke and fries, an all-American meal.  Afterwards, I looked at my 

travel companion and said, "I think I am done eating meat."  And I was.  I went cold turkey.  

For me this was a simpler approach than eating meat more selectively or reducing it.  It was 

simply easier to not eat any of it.  And, for the record, this meant no fish, chicken seafood, 

beef, pork, etc. "Nothing with a face" I would joke, until someone asked about mussels.  

O.K., then, no flesh.  

I don't remember those first days and weeks as being particularly hard. I just threw myself 

into finding recipes and food that didn't have meat.  People would always ask, " What about 

Thanksgiving!?!?"  And I would say that Thanksgiving was actually pretty easy, there is an 

awful lot of food there besides turkey. When I was a guest I would always offer to bring a 

dish and family and friends were always graciously accommodating.  I would always warn 

hosts that I was a vegetarian because I never wanted to see food go to waste.    

Back then there were not many meat substitutes on the market.  There was one vegie 

burger available in some grocery stores made by one of the few vegetarian restaurants in 

town (Mud Pie) and I became adept at picking restaurants that would have a least one 
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vegetarian option on the menu (Italian restaurants are good, French ones, not so much.)  

Road trips were tough (this was before Subway even existed) so I hate to admit that there 

were many occasions in which the All-American meal became a semi-American meal of just 

fries and a coke.   (My reasons for becoming vegetarian were ethical, not health-based, and 

as anyone who knows me well will attest, I am not a particularly healthful eater.)  

International travel is generally not a problem although I will say that northern Spain, where 

we go on the youth pilgrimage, is the most meat-centric culture I have ever encountered, 

with meat-filled salads a matter of course!  

I did not raise my kids to be vegetarians, believing that it was their choice to make (both 

adults now, one is and one isn't).  We have a "mixed use" household, since I am the only 

vegetarian living in the house these days.  Em will probably admit to eating less meat with 

me around and she will run off for a Wendy's fix now and again.  I still salivate when I smell 

the neighbors barbecuing, but after 32 years am not really tempted to return to it.  

When I was teaching English to adult immigrants and we would do our unit on food I would 

tell them I was a vegetarian.  This resulted in no small amount of shock.  Most of my 

students were East African and I would invariably end up arm-wrestling one of them to show 

that you could be a vegetarian and be strong.  They were convinced that meat (especially 

camel meat) was the only real source of strength.  I was generally assured a victory 

because I worked-out and they were, on average, 25 years older than me.   

These days there are so many meat substitutes available that it is a bit mind-boggling.  And 

some of them seem pretty convincing.  From ribs, to a whole host of vegie burgers, there is 

quite a lot from which to choose.  (A few years ago I tried some fake pepperoni because it 

was the one thing I truly missed.  I thought it was great.  Of course I hadn't had real 

pepperoni for 30 years.  I shared it with my son, who convinced me that it was, in fact, not 

so great and that I really had no basis from which to judge these things anymore.)  

I have never been an evangelist for vegetarianism.  I do it for, what I believe, to be good 

reasons.  But it has always seemed to me to be a very personal decision.  I was not aware 

of the connection to global warming until recently.  And I think that, if I was 24 years old 

again and pondering becoming a vegetarian, the impact of meat production on climate 

change would likely convince me.  How we live matters.  And this is one aspect of how I live 

that I can control and that, I believe, can help make a difference.  

 

A Selective Carnivore Perspective 

By Doug Mensing 

When I hear someone is a vegetarian, I commonly ask if their decision is based on: 
 personal health  
 animal rights  
 the environment (and associated social justice implications) 
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Sometimes, individual vegetarians have a particular passion that drives their chosen food 
limitations, but many feel all these reasons are valid, and that vegetarianism is something 
they can do to make the world (and their bodies) a better place in which to live.  My personal 
path to selective carnivorism began after college in the early ‘90s, and was based on all 
three reasons above.  Over time, I stopped purchasing meat for home consumption, and I 
increasingly sought and purchased vegetarian options when eating out (which can be 
challenging, or at least severely limiting, when on the road doing field work in the rural 
Midwest). Books, such as “The Omnivore’s Dilemma” by Michael Pollan, have also informed 
and supported my eating habitats (Spoiler Alert:  His take-home message is: “Eat food. Not 
too much. Mostly plants.”)  
 
But I am not a vegetarian, nor ever claimed to be.  Like many of my beliefs (especially as I 
age), they are tempered by moderation.  Some would see my decision to be a selective 
carnivore as a lack of conviction—if I believed in it, I should “go all in.”  But I am OK with the 
occasional meat-containing meal.  From the personal health perspective, I recognize that by 
choosing a low-meat diet, I need to eat well-balanced, healthy meals (as should everyone) 
and get adequate protein from dairy and/or plant products (noting that most Americans 
consume far more protein than necessary; a vegetarian diet, by no means, need 
compromise peoples’ health).  Regarding animal rights, our family tries to purchase food 
from responsible companies that reflect our values, including organic free-range eggs we 
get from a local farmer.  In terms of protecting the environment, that has become an even 
stronger drive for me to limit my consumption of meat.  I originally understood the 
environmental benefits of a vegetarian diet to revolve around “lost efficiencies.”  The rule of 
thumb (which has many exceptions) holds that with each step up the food chain, about 90% 
of the energy is lost.  This loss of energy suggests that eating lower on the food chain 
requires less energy...which can be viewed as fewer acres of land dedicated to your meal 
of pasta versus a meal of steak.  Again, there are many exceptions and variables to consider 
(e.g., eating chickens has a significantly lower environmental impact compared with beef, 
but chickens and cattle are both vegetarians), but numerous peer-reviewed studies have 
recently drawn attention to the significant impact of livestock and meat production on 
greenhouse gas emissions and global climate change.  
 
So, juggling all the information out there, the pros and cons, challenges of healthy eating 
and a busy lifestyle…it can be overwhelming.  In order to maintain my practice of selective  
carnivorism (and maintain my sanity), I try to follow some simple guidelines:  
 I don’t buy meat for home consumption (this is facilitated by my pescatarian wife, Ashley 

– a vegetarian who eats fish and seafood… except for a couple BLTs each year, with 
her homegrown tomatoes…but that is perhaps another article).  

 If I were to purchase meat for home consumption, I would try to buy organic, free-range 
chickens or other meat that presumably would be healthier for me, provide a better life 
for the animal, and have less of an impact on the Earth.  

 I will occasionally elect to eat meat if I want to partake in a special cultural or ethnic 
food (no, Taco Bell does not count…but enjoying a few of my mother’s sweet-and-sour 
meatballs is truly special to me, and I trust the planet will not collapse due to this annual 
indulgence).  

 When I do eat meat, I take a small portion, or more frequently, select foods in which the 
meat is used as a minor ingredient, for flavoring. 
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So, while my carbon footprint could be smaller through a vegetarian (or vegan) diet, I feel 
the decision I’ve made to be a selective carnivore is consistent with my life, health, and 
values. Some may feel burdened by that “selective” aspect—always wrestling and 
deciding—but I have not found that to be the case.  I simply try to live lightly on the Earth, 
for all of life’s sake… and I can still enjoy my mom’s meatballs once a year.  


